Introduction
Crown ethers (L) extract alkali and alkaline-earth metal ions with various pairing anions (A -) into many diluents. 1 Jawaid and Ingman 2 as well as Buncel et al. 3 had reported an ion-pair extraction of NaA, KA, and CaA2 by dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 ether (DCH18C6) into CH2Cl2, where HA = 2,5-dinitrophenol, 2,6-dinitrophenol (H + 2,6-Dnp -), dipicrylamine, phenol, picric acid (HPic), or p-nitrophenol. Thereby, they had shown that the extraction constants (Kex/mol -2 dm 6 ) or ion-pair extraction ones (Kex,ip/mol -1 dm 3 ) for ion-pair complexes (ML + A -) vary with the nature of A -. In their studies, however, it was not obvious how the natures of A -are effective for varying the log Kex or log Kex,ip values. Also, it was not clear whether their values are suitable for a measure of examining the hydrophobic property of A -or not. This question has been found in other succeeding studies. 4, 5 These matters are based on the fact that the measures are the overall equilibrium constants or comprehensive coefficients, and not the component equilibrium constants constituting their overall constants.
An answer to the above questions is to use a parameter (Cw,MLA) obtained from the following equation: 6 Cw,MLA = Cw,L -2.303RTb/2VL.
Here, Cw,MLA or Cw,L and VL (or VMLA, see below) refer to a cohesive energy density (J cm -3 ) for a mixture of MLA or L and water (w) molecules and a molar volume (cm 3 mol -1 ) of L (or MLA), respectively. Equation (1) was derived by assuming that an interaction of MLA or L with the diluents is negligible in comparison with its interaction with w molecules. 6 Also, the b value was calculated from the intercept for the plot 6 of log KD,MLA versus log KD,L, and b < 0 means that w molecules morestrongly interact with MLA than does a free L, where KD,MLA and KD,L denote the distribution constants of MLA and L from w into the diluent, respectively.
In the present paper, in order to grade the hydrophobic property of A -, we examined the Cw,MLA value related to the KD,MLA one, which is the component equilibrium constant, as a candidate for the measure. First, another calculation procedure of Cw,MLA at A -= Pic -was proposed, and their densities were computed. Next, they were compared with the Cw,MLPic values calculated from Eq. (1). Lastly, the correlation between log Kex and the hydrophobic measure for A -was discussed. In the course of the above Cw,MLPic-calculation, standard vaporization enthalpies (DvapH 0 (L)) of L = benzo-18C6 ether (B18C6) and dibenzo-24-crown-8 one (DB24C8) at 298 K were evaluated to calculate the Cw,L values in Eq. (1).
Results and Discussion

Estimations of DvapH 0 and Cw,L for B18C6, dibenzo-18C6, and DB24C8
The standard vaporization enthalpy of dibenzo-18C6 (DB18C6, C20H24O6) was measured by Nichols et al. to be 137.0 ± 7.4 kJ mol -1 ; they also estimated it to be 130.1 (= 20 ¥ 4.69 + 3.0 + 4 ¥ 5 ¥ (1.08 + 0.85)/2 + 2 ¥ 5 ¥ 1.08 + 2.9) at 298 K. 7 Using the same procedure, we estimated the DvapH 0 value of B18C6 (C16H24O6) to be 112.2 kJ mol -1 (= 16 ¥ 4.69 + 3.0 + 2 ¥ 5 ¥ (1.08 + 0.85)/2 + 4 ¥ 5 ¥ 1.08 + 2.9). Furthermore, we tried to estimate it from another procedure based on skeletons of L, because some DvapH 0 (L) values were available: 7 
Brief estimation of Cw,MLA
When the b value is not available, we use the following g value for calculating the Cw,MLA value:
at VMLA/VL = (VMLA/VL)max.
A set of the log KD,MLA and log KD,L values determined for a distribution from w into a given diluent must be employed (see Table 1 ), and (VMLA/VL)max is the maximum value 10 among the experimental slopes of the log KD,MLA-versus-log KD,L plots 6 for a given L. At log KD,L ª 0, Eq. (2) becomes (log KD,MLA)/(VMLA/VL)max, being reported previously. 10 Using the Cw,L and g values, the cohesive energy densities, Cw,MLA, of MLA were evaluated at 298 K from
This equation indicates that one can convert the log KD,MLA value into the Cw,MLA one which is independent of the kinds of diluents. The Cw,MLA values were computed from Eq. (3) for the MPic-L and Na + Dnp --18C6 systems, and additionally for the AgPic-15C5 and -18C6 ones. Table 1 gives the Cw,MLA values, together with data related to them. The interactions of MLA with the diluents described in this table were neglected, 6 because it was presumed that they have lower donor properties than does w.
The orders of Cw,L and Cw,MLPic, computed from Eq. (3), for a given L were K + £ Na + (< Ag + ) < free 15C5, free B15C5 ª K + < Na + < Li + , K + < Na + (< Ag + ) < Li + < free 18C6, and K + ª free B18C6 < Na + . These orders were in good agreement with those calculated from Eq. (1), except for the case of the MPic-15C5 system. The differences between both values were |0.3|% at maximum (Table 1 ). There were no marked correlation between the R values of the plots and the deviation (%) in Table 1 their ethers, at all. On the other hand, they seem to reflect the hydration character of M + for the other four L. In particular, this trend is remarkable for MLPic with the lighter alkali metals. 13 These results suggest that the higher hydrophobic properties of the two benzo groups in DB18C6 or DB24C8 almost cancel out the hydration effects of M + held in the L: the log KD,L values on the distribution of L into DCE were 4.139 for L = DB24C8 9 and 4.026 for DB18C6, 8, 9 while it was 0.03 (Table 1) for 18C6. An effect similar to that of the benzo groups can be expected from an interaction of M + with the eight donating-oxygen atoms of DB24C8, of which the donating atoms behave like donor solvent molecules in a solution to M + . 9 
A measure for hydrophobic properties of various anions
The Cw,MLA values for the Na + Dnp --18C6 systems are given in Table 1 . Fixing a complex ion (ML + ) to Na(18C6) + , the values were in the order A -= Pic -< 2,6-Dnp
, where those 10 reported before for the latter three A -were added. The same order was observed for the NaA-15C5 extraction systems, 10 except for A -= Dnp -. Also, the order corresponded in part to that of the hydration free energy (DG 0 h) 14,15 for A -: Pic -(-DG 0 h = 197, 165 kJ mol -1 ) < MnO4
-(245) < ReO4 -(338). These facts indicate that the hydrophilic properties of A -increase in going from Pic -to F3CCO2 -. In other words, this means that the Cw,MLA value becomes a hydrophilic measure for A -at a fixed ML + , as reported previously. 10 The order of Cw,MLA coincided with the reverse order of log KD,Na(18C6)A for the distribution into DCE: Fig. 1 ), the order of log Kex among the NaA-18C6 extraction systems does not completely reflect that of log KD,Na(18C6)A. Therefore, it is difficult to simply regard the log Kex value to be a measure for discussing the hydrophobic effects of A -on the ion-pair extraction of NaA by 18C6. The same should be true of log Kex and log Kex,ip (= log KMLA + log KD,MLA) for KA extraction by DCH18C6 into CH2Cl2.
2,3 Also, it is more difficult to regard the percent extracted (%E) as the hydrophobic measure. 4, 5 As the caption in Fig. 1 shows, however, the log Kex values have a possibility to reflect "a trend" of the hydrophobic property of A -. This may be expressed by the equation log Kex ª log KD,Na(18C6)A + 2.53, which equals 1.83 (= average log KNa(18C6)A) + 0.70 (= log(KNa18C6/KD,18C6), Ref. 8) ; the standard error (= 0.21) indicates that a comparison between the hydrophobic properties of A -by means of log Kex is meaningful for the cases that the log Kex difference goes beyond 0.21, at least. The same should be true of log Kex,ip and be moreuncertainly true of %E, because the latter is obviously a more comprehensive value than log Kex (and log Kex,ip without doubt) as the hydrophobic measure for A -. 
